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Abstract 
 

This article focuses on the importance of green energy support in the optimization of 

conventional power generation by satisfying the variable consumer demand.  The 

proposed Adaptive Bacterial Foraging Algorithm (ABFA) is approached to solve a 

Dynamic Economic Load Dispatch (DELD) in thermal units including non-linearity 

such as Rectified sinusoidal effect, Ramp rate limits and prohibited operating zones. In 

order to make the problem more realistic the available wind power support is taken into 

account for the thermal power generation in order to satisfy the demand. The steps of 

ABFA is observed from the the natural selection of strategies in favoring the successful 

foraging and eliminating the poor foraging. To validate the effectiveness of the results 

obtained from the pro-posed method, two case studies with 13 unit and 10 unit system 

data is optimized for variable power demand for 24 hours including the wind support 

and compared with the results from the literature 
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1 Introduction 
 World is moving towards the renewable energy with respect to the cheap cost 

and  eco-friendly nature.  On considering  the advantages of the renewable   power   

generation  it  is  recommended  to   satisfy   the  entire demand with the renewable 

support, but it is practically impossible due to its dynamic generation and high initial  
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cost. Also renewable energy is in discontinuous nature which is not suitable for the 

supply of the continuous demand. Hence the role of  conventional power  generation is 

unavoidable and also it holds the responsibility of maximum generation. So it is 

mandatory to have the conventional power generation like Thermal, Nuclear, Hydro, 

etc. in addition to the renewable power generation in order to maintain the continuous 

operation in satisfying the power demand. On the other side the fluctuation in the 

variable power demand creates the huge threat in the linear generation of thermal units. 

The objective of the DELD problem is to allocate the available generating units 

to satisfy the necessary power demand for 24 hours by achieving minimum fuel cost 

which also satisfies power balance and inequality constraints [1]. Many hybrid models 

like BHA, EP-SQP, PSO-SQP have been successfully solved the DELD problem [2]. 

The hybrid models use a base level search and fine tuner to obtain global optimal 

solution [3]. But parameter selection and slower convergence are the main drawbacks 

faced by these hybrid models in solving the Wind integrated Dynamic Economic Load 

Dispatch problem (WDELD) [4, 5]. Thus due to the increasing challenges, developing 

and improving a new hybrid model for the WDELD problem has gained more attention 

in recent years [6]. 

ABFA is derived from the inspirational behaviour of E. coli bacteria survival. 

Its global searching capability has been achieved with the help of three processes like 

Chemotaxis, reproduction and dispersion. Hence it is more suitable in obtaining the 

better solution in optimizing various power system problems. 

 
2 Related Works 

Dynamic Economic Load Dispatch focuses on allocating the available 

generators output which satisfy the required consumer demand considering various 

constraints in 24 hours [7]. 

 

The fuel cost equation is given as, 
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 Where, 

  a, b, c - the cost coefficients in thermal units 

T-Total intervals in a day 

N- Available thermal units in the plant 

Fi (PGi) - Total Generation cost 

 

 

2.1 System Equality constraint 
The sum of the generated output in the online thermal units should satisfy the 

power demand including the losses [8]. To incorporate distributed generation in 

satisfying the power demand, renewable energy support is essential [9]. Hence the wind 

power support is considered along with Dynamic Power dispatch in this work. 
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 Where, 

   PD – Total power demand 

PL – Total network losses 

PW – Wind Power Support 

  

2.2 Capacity  
Each thermal power unit has its own operating limits [10] on its capacity which 

varies from minimum to maximum as mentioned below, 

 
maxmin

iii GGG PPP   For i =1…..N                                                                      (4) 

 

Where, 

  PGi
min – Minimum point of generation in each unit 

PGi
max – Maximum point of generation in each unit 

  

 
2.3  

When the optimization of economic power dispatch problem is concern in 

theoretical aspects the generation of thermal unit is assumed to be instantaneous and 

convex [11]. But the operation of thermal units in real time is non linear on account of 

the involvement of sudden change in load which thereby incorporating the sinusoidal 

quantity in addition to the normal fuel cost equation which has no differential points. 

 

       hrPPfePFPF
iiii GGiiGiGi /$sin min*                                                (5) 

  

Where, 

  

Fi*(PGi)– Generation cost of ith unit with Rectified Sinusoidal effect 

ei, fi – The cost coefficients of the ith unit with Rectified Sinusoidal effect 

  

 
In reality, the thermal generators are provided with the additional limits other 

than the capacity limit constraints [12]. Hence the thermal units are operated between 

the specific operating limits continually 

 

Up-ramp rate limits, 
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Down-ramp rate limits, 
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Otherwise we can written as, 

Limit Constraints

Rectified Sinusoidal Effect

2.4 Ramp Rate Limits
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Where, 

 

PGi – Generated Power output of ith unit 

PGi0 – Power output in the previous interval of ith unit  

URi – Upper ramp rate limit of ith unit 

DRi – Down ramp rate limit of ith unit 

 

 
2.5  

Depends on the previous operation record of the thermal units, there are certain 

points identified as non operable point due to non economic operation. Hence, within 

the operating limits certain spots are identified as prohibited operating zones for 

satisfying the power demand more economical. 

 

The allowable operating limits after POZs were given below, 
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For i=1,2,...N.  

Observed from the previous expression that POZ of NPGi will have NPGi+1 disjoint 

operating regions. Hence the problem becomes non convex. 

  

 

3 Bacterial Foraging Algorithm 
Kevin M. Passino invented Bacterial Foraging Algorithm with the motivation 

of natural selection which favour the animals those having successful foraging 

strategies and eliminate it with poor foraging strategies [13]. The foraging strategy are 

given by 

 

3.1 Chemotaxis 
It sorts the movement of bacteria by its process in search of food, which is 

classified into two types namely swimming and tumbling. If a bacterium is moving in 

its predefined direction is named as swimming, whereas others were named as tumbling. 

Let θi(j,k,l) represents i th bacterium at j th chemotactic, k th reproductive and l th 

elimination dispersal step. C(i) is the size of  the step taken in the random direction 

specified by the tumble (run length unit). The movement of bacterium in computational 

chemotaxis is represented by, 

 

 

 

Prohibited Operating Zones
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where ∆ - Random vector which varies between [–1, 1]. 

 

3.2 Swarming 
  It makes the bacteria gather together into groups and hence strength of the 

bacterial density increased to move in a concentric pattern of groups which leads other 

bacterium to reach the desired optimum path identified among the individual. 

Mathematically, swarming is given by 
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where, JCC is the penalty in addition to the actual cost function. S is the bacteria count, 

‘p’ represents optimized parameter count, θm is the fittest bacterium position, dattract, 

hrepellant, ωattract and ωrepellant are other coefficients. 

 

3.3 Reproduction 
 In reproduction, bacteria which had satisfactory nutrients among the population 

members will have the possibility of reproducing and the remaining will die. The 

healthier population replaces with the weaker which gets eliminated, considering their 

weaker foraging abilities. It assists in maintaining the population of bacteria constant. 
 

3.4 Elimination and Dispersal 
  In elimination and dispersal, behavior of stagnation gets reduced which may 

drastically alter the evolution and leads it to the new environment. It will either destroy 

the chemotactic progress or assist chemotaxis by placing bacteria near good food 

sources. 

 

4 Adaptive Bacterial Foraging Algorithm 
  ABFA utilizes various adaptive strategies to improve the performance by 

controlling the searching of the entire search space and the utilization of the available 

areas which analyzes the run length parameter [14]. In order to stabilize the optimization 

process, the run-length unit parameter is dynamically adjusted during algorithm 

execution. The individual bacteria lives in the group classify themselves under two 

category namely, the producer and the scrounger. The “producer” acts independently 

but “scrounger” depend on other group members for food search. The bacterial producer 

offers the exploration of the search space by finding the global optima and to leave the 

local optima visited [15]. Also the scroungers focus on the exactness of the found 

solutions. The chemotactic step sizes for the overall bacterial colony during a run was 

dynamically determined by the producer-scrounger foraging, hence dividing the 

procedure into numerous explore and exploit phases. 
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5 Simulation Results 
The effectiveness of the method was proven by considering two case studies. 

They were simulated for 50 trials and compared with other optimization methods to 

prove the dominance and robustness of ABFA. In order to introduce the rectified 

sinusoidal effect of the generating units, a recurring sinusoid component is added with 

the fuel cost function. However, various non linearities such as ramp rate limits, 

prohibited operating zones and transmission losses were introduced to frame the 

optimization problem more realistic. The program has been written in MATLAB-

R2014 language and executed on a 32 bit operating system in Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 

personal computer with 4 GB RAM. 

 

5.1 Case Study 1 
The data for the 13 unit system is obtained from [16] which contain the fuel 

cost coefficients data, Inequality constraints and rectified sinusoidal effect. The power 

demand for the 13 unit system is 1800 MW. The optimized results were exposed in 

table 1 and the frequency of convergence in 50 trial runs were shown in table 2. The 

proposed method results were compared with other techniques from literature. Also it 

was proven that the results obtained using the proposed method is the most suitable 

optimum  point with minimum fuel cost. 

 
Table 1 Experimental Results (50 Trials) 

 

Optimizer 
Total Fuel Cost ($) 

Min Cost Average Cost Max Cost 

PS 17969.17 18233.52 18088.84 

ICA-PSO 17960.37 17967.94 17978.14 

IPM-DE 17940.89 17950.42 17961.2314 

DEC(1)-SQP(1) 17938.9521 17943.1339 17944.8105 

DE_BEST_2 16653.45 16736.587 16885.736 

ABFA 16408.254 16522.846 16690.512 

 
Table 2 Frequency of Convergence (50 Trials) 

 

Method 

Cost variation ($) 

16300-

16400 

16400-

16500 

16500-

16600 

16600-

16700 

16700-

16800 

ABFA 0 22 12 16 0 

 

5.2 Case Study 2 
The 10 unit system data was obtained from [17] which contains the information 

such as fuel cost coefficients, Rectified sinusoidal effect, ramp rate limits, POZ, power 

demand and available wind power for 24 hours. 
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Figure 1. Daily Load curve 

 

In Figure 1, it was presented the daily load curve for the 10 unit system with 

the support of variable wind power generation [18]. Also it was clearly stated about the 

amount of thermal power generation required for the demand to get satisfied. 
 

 
Table 3 Convergence of Fuel Cost (10 Unit Systems) 

 

Hour Fuel Cost ($) Hour Fuel Cost ($) 

1 52045.345 13 115176.387 

2 56618.143 14 101025.591 

3 66175.756 15 93668.154 

4 71923.542 16 79647.311 

5 78215.435 17 74782.617 

6 85779.398 18 87294.219 

7 90209.768 19 95676.924 

8 93335.745 20 115722.145 

9 101276.112 21 105334.456 

10 116281.145 22 83727.467 

11 126407.564 23 70212.873 

12 129780.105 24 60499.438 

 

The experimental results of 10 unit system for 24 hours with variable power 

demand including various nonlinear constraints with wind power support was exposed 

in table 3. 

 

6 Conclusion 
  In this article, the very interesting and biologically inspired Adaptive Bacterial 

Foraging Algorithm was applied for optimizing a non-convex dynamic power dispatch 

problem including various serious effective constraints like Rectified sinusoidal effect, 

Ramp rate limits and Prohibited Operating zones. Also in order to make the problem 

more realistic the variable wind power support is included to reduce the burden of 

thermal units to satisfy the overall power demand. It is translucent that the results 

obtained from the proposed ABFA method has good convergence property and it 
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overcome in struck at local optima as like other techniques to obtain better quality 

solution. The efficacy of the BFBA was proven by considering two case studies and the 

comparison with the literature shown in table 1, 2 and 3 shows the accuracy and 

convergence of ABFA method for optimization problem. 
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